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Platinum blonde hair and beautiful emerald eyes. Typhania was beyond beautiful only two existences 

currently in Mysthia could surpass her, Silveria and Nyx. 

It was not an understatement to say she was the most beautiful woman in Mysthia if the two sisters 

were excluded. 

Even Zero couldn't help but admit that this woman was truly beautiful. For the first time, an unknown 

desire was born inside his heart. 

'This woman, I must make her mine, and to do that, I must beat her. I must win at all costs. Only this way 

she would understand how awesome he was and would have no choice other than to accept his 

request. 

Zero had no idea that this thought was twisted, but even if he were, he wouldn't care as the only that 

mattered was what he wanted. 

''You, become my woman.'' Zero suddenly declared; no, it was more of order than a declaration. 

Typhania was dumbstruck. She had lived long and experienced many downs and highs. But nothing 

prepared her for Zero's reactions. 

Nothing. 

Typhania arrived at one conclusion: This man had a screw loose. 

''Mental world!" Zero activated his domain, and reality twisted. The two reappeared in a strange world 

filled with stars. 

''Not bad. I understand why you did this. Do you want to make it impossible for me to use spirit arts? I 

am wrong?" Typhania, who had seen through Zero's plan, voiced her thoughts. 

Zero chuckled, not saying anything but this gesture was more than an answer. He forcibly brought them 

into his mental world, a domain so powerful that even Lord Thanos was wary of it, because once you 

were dragged here, most of your power would be lost, while as the master of this world, he was almost 

almighty. 

''While this decision could have been considered wise, you overlooked something. I'm Typhania, after 

all. I will show you why I was hailed as a genius, feared by many.'' 

As soon she finished saying those words, Typhania made a grasping motion. 

Before Zero could respond, the space seemed to twist, and the concept of distance disappeared. 

"!!" 

He was five hundred meters away from Typhania, but now within his grasp! 

"Unbelievable!" 



Zero exclaimed. His control over the world was transferred to Typhania. He was beyond shocked; this 

had never happened before. 

Typhania punched the air, and her small fist crashed into Zero's jaw, and it shattered, and nerve-

wracking pain burst into the mental projection. 

"AHHHH!" 

This punch sent screaming Zero into the starry sky. Pain flooded every bit of his consciousness, but his 

thoughts weren't on pain. 

It was on Typhania, the Elven goddess. 

How the hell could she be so strong?! 

No… the real question was, how could he be so weak in front of Typhania!? 

With the help of his domain, he should have been the strongest, the god of this world, but currently, he 

was like a child getting bullied on his playing ground. 

Unacceptable! 

Typhania appeared before Zero in a flash; it was not teleportation but because she was that fast. Zero 

flinched; he knew he had miscalculated, he must do something, or at this rate, he might lose. So, to not 

lose, he acted and summoned the tentacle-like veins running through this mental world. 

A sword appeared in Typhania's hand, and she slashed downard; the world seemed to have been split 

into two with the tentacles vanishing. 

''Impossible!" 

Zero's eyes bulged. 

How can the power gap reach such an unfathomable level!? 

It didn't make sense! 

''If you met someone other than me, you could have succeeded in injuring maybe killing that person but 

unfortunately. Mental skills are one of my best fortes. You made a mistake. I shall slowly carve this into 

your soul.'' Typhania declared like she was about to do something holy. 

Then Typhania moved her sword; she slashed with the plain sword formed using her imagination. Only 

one sword slash was executed, but in front of Zero, dozens of sword slashes arrived. 

Because the control over this world had been hijacked, Zero was helpless before those sword slashes. 

This might be just a mental world, but the blows were real, and so was the pain. 

Bang! Bang! 

Those slashes were like hammer hammering his body and skull. He knew Typhania was deliberately 

doing this. 



In less than a second, using her sword like a hammer, she hammered down a thousand blows with 

utmost precision. 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!" 

Zero released a hellish cry. His skull cracked apart, but the insides weren't filled with brain mass. Instead, 

they were filled with mental energy. 

Typhania didn't stop. Almost as if she was enjoying this, she rained down blows. 

The pain Zero now felt could no longer be described in words. It was an agony of epic proportions. 

''You bastard!!!!!" 

Zero lost all haughtiness he had for the first time and swore with boundless rage. 

"Now now~ Be respectful to your elder. I'm older enough to be your great-grandmother.'' Typhania said 

while striking down with her sword. 

Zero mental projection was on the verge of disappearing. And if it disappeared due to Typhania's action, 

his real body would suffer unbearable consequences. 

Swish! Swish! Bang! Bang! 

Typhania smiled and struck down again. 

''Normal slash!" Typhania said before casually moving her sword, it was a basic sword move, but 

somehow it had become a dreadful slash that cut Zero's mental projection into two. 

The mental world was on the verge of breaking down. 

However, at the last moment, Zero managed to get back control over his world temporarily and 

teleported one kilometer away. Because he had constantly suffered Typhania's attacks, no, she was 

toying with her, the mental world had shrunk into a small size, and many stars had disappeared. 

Zero was thinking of using the remaining stars and the world energy to temporarily trap Typhania here 

when he would strike her body outside. That was the plan until Typhania decided to stop playing. 

She raised her plain sword. 

Smirk! 

A smile spread across her face as she declared. 

''Thus lightning is born.'' 

Boom! 

Golden lightning descended from the void, and the world was set ablaze. 
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Boom! 

Golden lightning descended from the void, and the world was set ablaze. 



Kabooooom! 

Zero's mental world was destroyed. 

Outside, Zero vomited a mouthful of blood while his face was pale as a sheet. 

''Ugh!" 

His vision was starting to get blurry, but he knew he must not fall asleep right now, or else it would be 

his last sleep as it would become an eternal sleep. 

Summoned a sword, he slashed at Typhania, who responded; then something shocking happened. 

Bzzzzzz!!!— 

"Aaaahhhh!! 

Golden lightning flowed through to the sword's tip into Zero's body faster than he could move. 

Zer,o who was holding onto his sword, let out a scream in pain. 

When Typhania was about to slash at Zero's neck, she frowned and immediately created a protective 

field around her body. 

BOOM! 

Zero stomped his feet on the ground; the ground exploded as powerful mana was sent deep 

underground. Like an active volcano erupting after a long slumber, the ground burst into a blazing 

inferno. The inferno blasted upwards, engulfing everything. 

''You almost got me.'' Typhania frowned. She had been lured into attacking. The amount of pain this 

man should be suffering must be high, but he still had the energy to execute this kind of move. She was 

impressed, but that was all. 

Against her, his prospect of winning was nonexistent. He might be exceptional; given enough time, he 

might be able to threaten her, but right now, he was not at that level yet; even if he was level 160 and 

she was level 162, it didn't matter what mattered was he had no chance since the beginning. 

Typhania's eyes shone. Immediately the sky above them darkened with stormy clouds complimented 

with thunderous booms. 

RUMBLEEEE 

Powerful tremors rippled out of her, causing everything to rumble. This world seemed to be on the 

verge of being destroyed, dungeon rooms are known to be extremely sturdy, and for such a room to 

show signs of breaking apart, it was a testament to Typhania's strength. 

Zero remembered that Lord Thanos, the second in command, told them he couldn't face Typhania 

without complete preparations or else he would lose in a few minutes. Back then, he didn't understand 

as he felt like Lord Thanos was exaggerating, and because it took him less than a hundred years to reach 

his current level, he had thought he was exceptional, more than the past Typhania. 

He had underestimated Typhania despite not wanting to, but there was no time to regret it. 



''Purgatory form!" 

Boom! 

The surrounding air changed as Zero, who was cornered, decided to use the chaos seed to activate the 

purgatory mode. His long white hair darkened while his eyes turned into the form of golden slits. 

At that moment, he felt invincible. 

''Inferno flame!" He declared as a dark crimson flame appeared in front of him. 

Whoosh~! 

The inferno flames concentrated into a pillar of fire and struck out. 

Zero's lips curved up into a sadistic smirk as he saw what happened next. 

The pillar of inferno flame hit Typhania before she knew it. 

Pang! 

Before Zero's eyes, Typhania's defenses collapsed, and the pillar hit him, and the impact began to turn 

her into ashes. 

She should have cried; however, she didn't cry or scream. Instead, she broke into laughter. 

''How nice for you to offer me a medium to further mess up with you.'' She declared before speaking in 

the spirit language. 

[Spirit of the flame, here my call and gather: Salamander] 

The most basic flame spirit was summoned through Zero's flame. 

''Nooo!" He shouted, but it was already too late. 

The dark red salamander struck with its tail which was faster than a phantom bullet. 

It was as if a thick bolt of lightning broke out of the dark clouds and slammed into the motionless Zero. 

BOOM! 

A loud boom followed, and Zero was sent flying. The salamander hit him mercilessly, breaking his flesh 

and bones. 

AHHHHHHH!" 

He cried out in pain. Even his transformation couldn't stop the pain from wreaking havoc inside his 

body. He felt he would go insane. He was forced to use his ultimate trump card; he could go back in time 

for two seconds, but this ability was usable once every three months, but now he didn't have any other 

choice other than using it. 

''Time rewind!" Zero used his ability, and he went back two seconds. Immediately, he summoned an 

ominous red sword. 



The moment he pulled the sword out of his sheath. It erupted with ripples of gravity. Then his figure 

blurred forward, and he appeared before Typhania, his sword slashing out with everything he had. 

RIPPPPPPP 

The space in the sword's path ripped open, revealing a black rift that seemed part of a black hole. 

Terrifying gravitational force burst from it, swallowing everything in its range, even light, causing the 

surroundings to turn pitch black. It was a frightening sight to behold. 

When his sword was about to hit the real target, it stopped; immediately, his eyes constricted. 

Like a puff of smoke, Typhania disappeared and appeared behind him. 

"Seems like you didn't understand the difference between us. How irritating!" 

Typhania grabbed him by the neck and slammed his face into the rift. 

"Argh!" Zero grunted. 

The gravitational force didn't affect him because of his powerful physics, but the insides of the rift were 

filled with ominous energy, and he felt like her face was smashed against a mountain. It was painful, but 

not anything she couldn't handle. 

Just as he was about to counterattack, all the fine hairs on his back stood up at the end because of 

Typhania following words. 

''Spirit of lightning!" 

RUMBLEEE~ 

Zero's eyes flickered with surprise, and he immediately looked up. 

The sky above them was rumbling with endless lightning bolts, bursting with a power that sent a shiver 

down his spine. 

Typhania lifted her hand and made a grasping motion. A terrifying pressure descended, and the lightning 

rushed into her hand, turning into a golden spear. 

BOOM! 

She swirled the spear, causing the pressure to rage out. 

Gulp! 

Zero gulped and was about to escape from the spear's range when Typhania uttered the following 

words. 

''Spirit of wind bind!" 

Immediately Zero was bound by invisible hands; the wind is everywhere, and the wind is the air, so 

under Typhania's command, he was bound unable to do anything. 

Finally, he understood why spirit arts were scary and, as the queen of spirits, why people feared 

Typhania. It was late to regret. Typhania slashed with the golden lightning spear; Zero closed his eyes, 



waiting for his end; when space twisted around him and he vanished, the last thing he heard made his 

comment. 

''Spirit of the world! Seal!" 

''This is cheating.'' He said, but Typhania ignored him. She glanced behind her back, and after making 

sure Freya and Armstrong could take off the remaining troublemakers, she left. 
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While Typhania was busy playing with Zero, Freya had left Armstrong, whose injuries had almost 

recovered. He would be able to move in a few hours at most, and Freya, who had confirmed that he was 

fine, left him and decided to take care of the remaining members of the Chaos organization that had 

followed Zero. 

Spreading her senses, she was able to locate one of them quickly. She teleported right in front of the 

man. 

''Appear my loyal knight.'' 

Right after Freya appeared, the man, using his black magic, summoned a five meters tall ghoul who 

immediately attacked Freya. 

''Grrrr!" The giant ghoul swung its club covered in poisonous fluid, but it failed to touch Freya. 

Meanwhile, the man that summoned the ghoul escaped into the corner and began to do something. He 

would use this opportunity when Freya would be busy dealing with the ghoul to achieve his goal. 

Freya understood his goal, but did nothing to stop him as she knew what he was trying to do; he 

planned to sacrifice the others to increase his strength. Knowing this, why would she stop him? He 

would be reducing her work; she just needed to wait until he was done and kill him. No matter what he 

did, he would not escape his death. 

The giant ghoul kept attacking, but none of his attacks connected; Freya easily dodged with the 

minimum movement. 

Suddenly, the giant ghoul opened its mouth and spewed poisonous mist; it was his ultimate attack. His 

poison could melt almost everything, and with this attack, he should have been able to deal some 

damage to Freya. Unfortunately, it was what happened. 

''GRRRR!" 

The giant ghoul growled as his ultimate attack failed. Freya then appeared before him like a devil figure, 

her white hand reaching out for his throat. 

He might be technically dead, but he still has an imposing will, which wouldn't allow him to be defeated 

by a human. The ghoul relying on its instinct, leaped back while blasting out a rain of poison on Freya. 

Dark ice threads emerged from her stretched hand and pierced through the poison droplets before 

converging into a thick spear. 

"Grrrrrr!" The giant ghoul cried. 



The spear expanded and drilled into his chest. Purple blood sprayed out, and the spear emerged from 

his back, turning his body into an icy statue before it exploded. 

At the same time, the man had almost finished with his preparation; he would not let Freya, the Ice 

queen, mess with his plan; he would kill her, and this achievement would be enough to increase his rank 

in the organization. 

''Black mist.'' In order to buy himself a little bit of time to complete his transformation, that man 

stretched his hand in Freya's direction; black mist shot out from his hand and exploded right in front of 

Freya. 

BOOM! 

The explosion swallowed her. 

Freya emerged from the explosion as if nothing had happened, her right hand holding an ice sword 

made from mana. 

Terrifying coldness blasted from her, obscuring the world in front of her with a dark snowstorm. At the 

same time, pitch-blackness erupted from the sword, enveloping the surroundings. 

Despite the total negation of light, she was clearly visible. The outline of her pearly-white face was 

wrapped with luminescent ice crystals. They covered her all the way to her shoulder blades, from where 

they blossomed as wings. She was truly beautiful beyond words. 

''Finally, you can die now, Ice queen.'' The man stopped hiding and charged toward Freya with his weird-

looking staff. He had successfully sacrificed his team members and converted them into chaos energy 

that got sucked into his body, increasing his level to level 145; he was now a Demi-God, albeit not a 

proper one, but still Demigod nonetheless. 

Lightning covered the man-body-like armor as they charged at each other. 

Clang! 

Freya's sword met with a bolt of lightning. A series of shockwaves surged out, filled with dark shards and 

crackling blue currents that generated an explosion. 

BOOOM 

The whole floor began shaking. 

Meanwhile, Ice Queen heavily pressed her sword onto the lightning bolt, pouring bone-piercing coldness 

into it. 

The man felt his hand turning numb, with dark frost moving on his fingers. He swiftly pointed his other 

hand at her face. 

A beam of explosive light burst out, and at such close distance, it was all but impossible to dodge it was 

what he believed. 



Yet Freya achieved the impossible by leaning her head to the side, causing the beam to brush past her. 

Simutanosuely, her crystal wings curved out, and the pointed corners stabbed at him from the sides. It 

was the perfect counterattack. 

"!" The man was surprised, and he quickly pulled back, flying one kilometer away. Freya's wings failed to 

stab him, so they started swirling in his direction, creating a typhoon of ice shards that followed him. 

In the meantime, the man looked at his numb hand. The frost particles were quickly wrapping it, and it 

was a real pain to hold the bolt of lightning he had created. He thought after sacrificing his team 

members to boost his strength to his current level, he would have been invincible, but contrary to his 

expectation, it did not happen. 

He couldn't emerge victorious in the few exchanges they had. The most shocking thing was that with his 

aura of Demigod, he failed to pressure Freya, who seemed to still be in the Saint realm. 

He couldn't understand this ridiculous situation; who could a mere Saint fight him to a stalemate? He 

might have used a shortcut to achieve his current strength, but he was still a demigod, yet as one, he 

completely failed in killing a Saint realm expert. The current situation was beyond ridiculous. 

'What is happening? Have I failed?' The man began to doubt himself; therefore he checked his status but 

what he saw confirmed that he was truly a demigod. 

''What with this ridiculous situation?" He couldn't help but ask this. 

Finally, Freya's cold voice reached his ears. 

''Is that all you got?" 
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While the man was busy lamenting over his situation Freya who was watching him, couldn't take it 

anymore; finally, she said. Her cold voice reached his ears. 

''Is that all you got?" She couldn't help but ask the man this question. She couldn't understand; she 

really couldn't; she deliberately gave the man the opportunity to strengthen himself, thinking maybe he 

would give her a hard time with his newfound power, but the result was an utter disappointment. 

She had not used her full strength, but she could evenly fight the man who had stepped into the Demi-

God realm. The current situation was too disappointing, so she asked. 

The man, whose name was Warren, exploded in rage. How dare this woman look down on him? He 

would show her how scary he could be once he used the chaos seed. The chaos seed was planted in 

every member of the chaos organization; its first goal was to monitor them while the second goal was to 

strengthen them. To activate your seed, you would need contribution points earned by completing 

missions. 

The higher you climb in rank, the stronger your seed would become, and only those that increased the 

rank of their chaos seed to 3 stars could hope to activate the ability known as purgatory, the ultimate 

form of the chaos seed. 4 stars of chaos seed purgatory form would be stronger than 3 stars and Warren 

was now 5 stars, he couldn't be compared to the like of Incursio and Zero but he was not bad. 



Because Freya seemed to be looking down on him, he would show him what it means to face an 

opponent you could do nothing about. 

''Chaos seed activated: 5 stars Purgatory form!" He chanted, and immediately following this chant, the 

world around them twisted violently, black clouds filled the sky, and ominous-looking black doors 

appeared. 

Boom! 

Warren transformed; bat-like wings appeared behind his back while a pair of curved antler horns 

appeared on his forehead. Jet black hair and black pupils. 

''Reality warping: Realm of the undead! Million skeletons!" 

Right after his transformation, he used one of his strongest abilities; he was trying to alter reality to 

summon millions of skeletons which he believed could deal Freya some damage. 

Unfortunately, it seemed that things wouldn't go according to his plans. 

Freya waved the sword, and blazing darkness erupted out of her sword like a tsunami, emitting a soul-

freezing chillness. 

Warren's eyes narrowed due to shock. 

The darkness wasn't attacking him but instead enveloping the invisible and intangible fabric of reality. 

The darkness crystallized on the fabric, just like ice does on objects in a freezing atmosphere. 

"You have frozen reality!" He exclaimed, his eyes flashing with surprise. 

Ice Queen silently nodded. 

Reality was the flow of space and time, fueled by perception, belief, and attitude of everything in 

existence. Still, for Freya to be able to freeze reality easily showed that her attainment in the Ice 

element had exceeded the realm of humans. If she could freeze reality, does this means she could 

freeze time itself? 

Just thinking of such a possibility send a chill down Warren's spine. This woman was dangerous; not only 

did she attain unimaginable height with her Ice element, but she seemed to possess another element in 

which she was also really proficient in it, the dark element. 

This woman must be eliminated; if not, there was no telling what kind of problem she might become. He 

would give his everything to eliminate this threat; everything was for the glory of the chaos god. He 

would gladly give his life to accomplish his goal; it was why fanatics are scary. 

Freya, who had become bored with the current fight, decided to end it. 

Freya aimed her sword forward and rushed forward. She slashed out horizontally, causing the space to 

split with a dazzling line of darkness and ice. Like Warren thought, Freya had a second element, the 

darkness element. She could combine her Ice element together with her darkness element to form a 

dreadful combination. 



Meanwhile, golden lightning coursed through Warren's body, and he decided to use this element 

instead of relying on necromancy entirely. 

Warren's affinity with lightning gave him divine speed, and he made the best of it. Lightning wings 

appeared on his back, and he flapped his wings, and he flew up, leaving behind strands of lightning that 

were swallowed by the split space. 

Appearing high above Ice Queen, he created a lightning spear and slashed down in an overhead strike. 

Swish! 

Just as he did, the space behind him blurred, and Freya appeared like a ghost. She silently thrust her 

sword at his neck. 

"!" Warren was startled, feeling chill down his speed. 

Either he was slowing down, or she was getting too fast. 

Knowing the state of reality, he was in, it was most likely the former. 

With his speed drastically reduced by her freezing powers, which surpassed the scope of his 

understanding, there was no time to pull the lightning spear and use it to block the thrust. He could only 

rely on his newly created wings. 

The tip of Ice Queen's sword touched the back of his neck, and as his skin started to break, his wings 

slammed back. 

"!" Freya jumped up. 

She narrowly avoided being squeezed between his wings. This resulted in her sword not piercing her 

opponent's neck, giving Warren the time to escape. 

He summoned a lightning storm while simultaneously he called out purgatory. 

RIPPPP! 

Space was ripped apart, and a twenty meters tall ominous black door appeared just as this door was 

about to open, Freya said. 

''Absolute Zero: Nothingness!" 

Siiiiiiii! 

She finally released her full strength, Level 155. It was already too late; by the time Warren understood 

what was happening, everything was frozen, turning into nothingness. Even the floor was forever 

frozen. The purgatory door was frozen and forced back. 

During his last moment, Warren understood the terror of the woman known as the Ice Queen. From the 

beginning, he stood no chance; the result had been determined he was just a clown. How irritating. 

Freya waved her hand, and Warren's ice statue got reduced to dust. 

''Data collected.'' In an emotionless voice, she said before vanishing. 
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While Alex was fighting against Lucius, in her mental world, Luna was also fighting. 

The fake goddess who was trying to possess her body teleported her body into a replica of Los Angeles 

city. She knew her goal in doing this was to let her feel despair as she slowly took over her body; 

however, she was not going to let her have things going her way. 

Roarrrr! 

Suddenly there was a roar, and a giant beast looking like a dinosaur from movie arrived. It was ten 

meters tall. 

The enormous size and weight of the dinosaur didn't hinder its speed as it arrived before Luna in a flash. 

The dinosaur erupted with explosive speed and raised a foot before bringing it down to smash Luna to a 

bloody pulp. 

As the foot slammed down, the pressure emanating from the sharp tendons made the winds howl, air 

screech, and the road sank in the shape of a footprint. 

RUMBLE~! 

A tremendous force blew out in the form of visible shockwaves that broke the windows of every 

building. 

Dust stirred up in the air, turning into a storm, making others unable to see anything ahead. In the dust 

storm, a hue of blood appeared. 

From a bystander's point of view, it would seem like Luna got smashed into pieces, but the reality was 

otherwise. 

Boom 

The dust storm ripped apart and faded, exposing the dinosaur and its victim. The victim stood in the 

middle of an enormous crater in the shape of a dinosaur's foot. Her eyes were still calm as usual. 

Luna stood with not a single cut on her body. Yet there was a color of blood in the dust storm earlier, 

meaning someone was injured, but after seeing Luna unscathed, it was not hard to guess what 

happened. 

One of the dinosaur's legs burst apart. Luna's right hand was glowing golden blue. Just as the dinosaur 

was about to smash her into pulp, she cast 4x instant strengthening on her body and punched forward, 

and as a result, the dinosaur lost one of its legs. 

Losing half its leg, the dinosaur was furious. The dinosaur decided to punish Luna. Its gigantic tail 

snapped and surged out violent winds capable of uprooting trees. The tail moved forward with rage, 

ready to burst the puny human into a shower of blood. 

Without emitting any change on her face, Luna calmly created a light shield above her head, this shield 

above her head combined with a water shield creating a strange shield. 

BOOM 



The tail smashed on the shield, creating explosive shockwaves before bursting into blood and gore. 

Even before the dinosaur could feel the pain. The water shield transformed into a whip that latched 

onto the dinosaur's neck and pulled the dinosaur down. 

BANG 

The entire body of the dinosaur crashed down in a series of blurs and disintegrated... the sight of which 

was from the depths of hell. At the last moment, Luna had punched it; her fist was glowing golden as 

she smashed the monster into smithereens. 

''Trying to sneak attack on him. It won't be easy.'' Luna, who had just killed the dinosaur, sensed 

someone sneaking behind her, she said before her body blurred. 

Luna's punch blasted through the man's stomach before he knew it. 

''Ahhhhhhhhhhh!" 

The man let out a blood-wrenching scream. It was like a world-shattering hammer smashed him, and his 

body exploded back. He flew through the air under the explosive force for over four miles before 

knocking on a three-storied building. 

When he was knocked down, the only thing denoting his existence was a crumbling skeleton. He was 

created to wear down Luna's stamina for his master to easily take control of this body, but before he 

could show his strength, he was eliminated. 

''Wow! You are a real monster. I wouldn't have expected less from my perfect vessel.'' The fake 

goddess's voice echoed. 

''Why not come out?" Luna tries to force the fake goddess to come, but unfortunately, her following 

words tell Luna that she has failed. 

''Sorry, I'm busy with something. I'll you play with my toys for now. I'm generous enough to create this 

city you love to be your burial site. I sincerely hope you will not disappoint me.'' The fake goddess voice 

sounded one last time before vanishing. 

Immediately Luna's face narrowed; she stepped to the side to dodge a flame arrow shot at her from one 

of the tallest buildings on her left. 

Boom! Crack! 

Luna, who was feeling extremely pissed off at the moment, appeared behind a girl; without looking, she 

caught her head and smashed it against the floor, instantly killing her. 

Three more enemies appeared, two males and one female holding each a sword. Luna jumped from the 

building, a forty meters tall building, and smashed her feet on the ground. 

BOOM 

The ground further sank and crumbled, making earth fragments rise. 

Bang! Bang! 



Using her leg to kick those earth fragments with deadly accuracy, Luna instantly killed the three. They 

couldn't react before the earth fragments pierced through their heads, leaving a gaping hole behind. 

Their final thoughts were resentment at their creator for making their enemy far too overpowered. 

THUD~! 

Their corpses collapsed on the ground, dyeing the ground with blood. 

''Huh?" Luna exclaimed; before she knew it, an enemy appeared behind her, and a huge pressure 

descended upon her. 

''Grr! Gravity field.'' Luna growled as her body sank toward the ground; she ground her teeth and 

punched the ground with all her strength. 

Kaboom! 

The ground sank, but the man with the gravity domain sneered and was about to say something but a 

water tentacle burst out of his mouth. Somehow a water tentacle had sneaked behind him without him 

anything, and it pierced through his brain and came from the front. 

''You fool,'' Luna said as she stood up. When she punched the ground earlier, it was a distraction to send 

a water tentacle through the ground secretly, and it was this water tentacle that appeared behind the 

man and killed him. It was a clever solution to deal with the owner of a gravity domain. 

''Won't you come out now?" 
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''Won't you come out now?" 

''I have defeated every one of your subordinates. It's time for you to face me.'' Luna said; however, only 

silence answered her demand until there was a clapping sound. 

Clap! Clap!!! 

''You are really something.'' The fake goddess said as she appeared five meters from Luna. 

Luna looked at the woman that was the cause of her suffering a few days ago but couldn't help but feel 

a burning fury. She was not beautiful; the fake goddess's face was plain, with black hair and azure eyes; 

those eyes could be considered the only beautiful thing about this woman. 

''I will kill you,'' Luna said and glared at the woman. 

The fake goddess chuckled. ''You can try, but the result will not change. I'll become the owner of this 

body; no, I'm already the owner.'' 

''It is that so?'' Luna tilted her head to the side, causing the fake goddess to frown, not understanding 

why Luna was this calm, but soon she understood. 

''Spirit possession.'' 

BOOM! 



Luna used her trump card; her blonde hair turned white before a majestic valkyrie armor appeared on 

her body. 

''I see.'' The fake goddess mumbled, unbothered by Luna's level skyrocketing. 

BANG! 

Luna jumped into the sky and immediately created a spear made of light. With this jump, she instantly 

reached an elevation of four kilometers, and from there, she hurtled downward like a cannonball. 

Her momentum was such that the air behind her exploded while the ground below caved by hundreds 

of meters. 

By the time she was two kilometers away from the ground, the veins in her forehead had protruded, 

and the muscles in her arm bulged out like they were alive. 

Luna transferred her entire strength to the light spear! 

"Die!" 

She ruthlessly swung the spear down. 

The fake goddess was calm; she lifted his right arm and stretched her hand out. 

Whoosh~! 

A mist of black energy converged above her hand and transformed into the phantom of an enormous 

palm. 

Then the palm shot up! 

When the light spear was a kilometer away from the palm, it bore down with such pressure that air 

compressed into violent storms. 

Small vortexes appeared in the middle of the palm and clashed with the storms. 

RIPPPP 

The light spear violently cut down on the palm. Sparks flew out, and the space distorted enough to 

explode. 

BOOOM! 

The ground radius of twenty kilometers was destroyed; the fake goddess stood in the middle of this 

destruction completely unscathed while Luna floating in the air, was panting heavily. 

Suddenly, 

Puff~! 

Blood sprayed out of Luna's mouth as she was sent flying. 

BANG! BANG! BANG! 



Before Luna could react, her body suffered multiple impacts, further destroying the city. Even with her 

sharp senses, she didn't detect anything. 

''Cough! Cough!" Luna coughed blood after blood as her body lay in the middle of a broken building. 

''Playtime over.'' The fake goddess said. 

An invisible burst of power surged out of her. 

Wherever it passed through, the debris, metallic splinters, vehicles, and everything else stirred up from 

the ground, freezing in mid-air. Even the droplets of blood and dust stopped in mid-air. It was a terrible 

sight to behold. 

''Time to go. I need to eliminate a big rat coming here.'' The fake goddess said. The moment these words 

left her mouth, his eyes shined brilliantly with strands of ominous black energy. 

''!!!" 

,m Luna's breathing paused; she struggled to stand up but fell, her head crashing into the ground. She 

knew she must stand up and fight now that he was coming; she must help him, she must. 

With great difficulty, Luna got back on her feet; her white hair turned back into its original color, 

meaning her spirit possession was coming to an end. She decided to go all out, giving everything she got, 

everything was for the sake of helping her fiance. 

However, just as she was about to attack, a black mist infiltrated her nose; it was already too late by the 

time she noticed. 

Luna felt sleepy and happy. It was like she was back in her childhood, waiting for her mother to take her 

into her embrace. 

The feeling was so pleasant, just like the start of life. 

Luna saw the outline of her mother, her relaxed smile, and her open arms. She was there waiting for 

him in the black mist. 

"No!" 

Luna jerked her head and bit down on her tongue. The pain helped her gain some rationality. She had 

almost fallen under a hypnotize. 

''Not bad, but as I've said earlier, I've already won. This body is already mine. Goodbye!" The fake 

goddess voice echoed behind her. 

''!" 

Luna's felt her body twisting before it exploded. Her last thought was she hoped Alex wouldn't act 

recklessly. 

''Sigh! Wasting my energy for nothing. Well, I guess I shall consume her fiance's body to make up for the 

energy wasted.'' The fake goddess licked her lips, feeling Alex's presence getting closer and closer. 



Outside, the crimson formation had stopped, and Luna's body was floating when suddenly there was an 

explosion of energy. 

Luna, who had lost control over her body to the fake goddess, her hair turned platinum while her golden 

eyes disappeared, turning into beautiful azure eyes. 

''Oh! Not bad with this body, I can not start my revenge.'' The fake goddess controlling Luna's body 

mumbled after checking that nothing was wrong. 

''Do you think I will let you do that?" Alex, who appeared right when the fake goddess said these words, 

asked. 

''Fufufufu! Who isn't it if not our hero that came to save the damsel in distress.'' 

Using Luna's voice, the fake goddess mocked Alex. He was furious, but he managed to control his 

emotions; his facial expression didn't change, making the fake goddess praise him. 

''Not bad, you must think that after killing Lucius, you can fight me. Do you think you can do anything to 

this goddess? You're far too weak. I'm a goddess.'' 

BOOM! 

Immediately after saying these words, she released a portion of her strength, and half of the floor was 

destroyed; Alex was pushed back; the pressure was trying to crush him; however, he was calm, and he 

even started laughing. 
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BOOM! 

Immediately after saying these words, she released a portion of her strength, and half of the floor was 

destroyed, Alex was pushed back; the pressure was trying to crush him; however, he was calm, and he 

even started laughing. 

''Hahahaha!" 

''What's even so funny?" The fake goddess borrowing Luna's body asked with her head tilted to the side; 

she wondered if Alex had gone nuts after losing his fiancee. 

''Hahahaha! Sorry, you were so funny that for a moment, I couldn't stop myself from laughing.'' Alex 

said, wiping his tear as he had laughed too much. 

''You are annoying. Get to the point.'' The fake goddess started to lose her patience, and her azure eyes 

were quite menacing. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders; taking a lazy attitude, he began talking. 

''Did you never wonder why the Gods above turned blind eyes on you? Or did you perhaps think you 

were clever than them?" 

For some unknown reason, the fake goddess felt chill; dread assaulted her body, making even her soul, 

which had barely gotten control over this body, shake. A certain possibility started to come into her 



mind, but because everything would be meaningless if this were true. Why had she done all these things 

then? 

It was like you were training for a marathon; you trained for years, and just when you were ready and 

were sure that you'd win, you heard that the marathon got canceled. The result was obvious you would 

be devastated, and it was what she didn't want to feel. She knew the answer right away after hearing 

Alex's question but still stubbornly refused to entertain that thought. The possibility that she did all 

these things for nothing. 

And Alex was not going to let her get away. He had initiated the conversation with a perfect goal in 

mind. To shake her this would give him a chance to strike as the current Luna might appear defenseless, 

but it was not the case the moment he acted; he would likely receive a severe injury if he didn't die. So, 

he had to plan carefully. 

His original plan would also leave a small window to Luna's soul to try to gain a small piece of territory in 

their war over this body. She was still somewhere there; she needed a push and the hidden piece he had 

left in her body to flip the table and regain control over her body. 

'I wonder how shocked she will be?' Alex thought while he smirked. 

The bad feeling she got intensified when she saw Alex's smirk. She tried to stop him from saying those 

accursed words. 

''Stop!" 

Unfortunately, Alex was not someone that would listen to her. 

''Your world was destroyed a long time ago. The gods didn't care; they decided to use you like someone 

else stepping stone; it is why they did nothing.'' Alex announced with an evil grin, the most evilest grin 

he had ever made. 

Meanwhile as if someone had put a stop to her brain, the fake goddess froze; the words 'your world was 

destroyed.' were like a curse that kept coming back again and again; this curse was unstoppable as it 

made her stop giving Luna's soul the time to counterattack from inside while on outside Alex attacked. 

During fights like these, you better not lose focus allowing the other party to gain the momentum, 

because if you were to do that, it would be hard to win. 

''Asura's Form!" 

Without holding back, Alex used his strongest ability, transforming into his Asura's Form, and 

immediately appeared before the fake goddess, still in a trance after his shocking and timely revelation. 

RIPPPP 

Sparks flew out, and the space distorted enough to explode as Alex's right hand punched forward. 

BOOOM 

Alex's punch sent the fake goddess controlling Luna's body flying downward. 



It was too fast beyond the realm of normal. Luna's body traversed from the upper floor to the lowest 

floor instantly. Such was the speed of Alex's punch, the God's punch he would later call it. 

The holy capital shook, shocking many as the tower symbol of their glory was now tilted to one side and 

total; the once majestic tower was no more; it was covered in thick fog like the remnant of a terrifying 

explosion. 

A few seconds later, the explosion disappeared. The face goddess was now lying in the middle of a giant 

crater. 

Puff~! 

Blood sprayed out of Luna's mouth as the impact blasted through her body and her soul. 

It was that moment Luna's soul, who had stayed quiet after she took control of her body, 

counterattacked, making the fake goddess cough more blood. 

"Dammit!" 

The fake goddess grunted as she returned to her sense, albeit too late. 

''Shut up and be an obedient girl.'' The fake goddess roared, pushing Luna's soul back. How could she 

not understand Alex's goal? She understood well, but in this world, there are something even if you 

understand, you can't do anything about them, such as emotions. Emotions are the hardest things to 

control; nobody can perfectly control every one of his emotions. 

Do you think you know you will not fall in despair If you lose something, when you were prepared? 

Would you still feel nothing when that happened? It was impossible, extreme emotions such as anger, 

and despair are harder to control. She knew what Alex wanted to say; normally, she should have been 

immune to his revelation, yet her body and her soul still fell in a state of shock upon hearing that 

revelation. She couldn't control herself. 

Being able to control herself would mean that she had accepted that everything she had done, all her 

sufferings since getting banned from her world, were for nothing. Nobody could accept that the fake 

goddess believed. 

Now the only thing that was left since the object of her hatred was destroyed was endless rage, and this 

rage would be direct at her immediate target. 

The fake goddess wiped away the blood on her mouth, and her injuries were instantly healed; grinning 

evilly, she announced. 

"I will destroy this world as compensation.'' 
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Now the only thing that was left since the object of her hatred was destroyed was endless rage, and this 

rage would be direct at her immediate target. 

The fake goddess wiped away the blood on her mouth , and her injuries were instantly healed; grinning 

evilly, she announced. 



"I will destroy this world as compensation.'' 

When she uttered those words, every single soul inside the holy capital heard it, and they were shocked. 

They wondered who was this arrogant woman and where was their Pope? 

It was then that woman added. 

''After all, I'm your goddess, the goddess of Light!" 

There was an uproar; people began wondering why the goddess they worshipped wanted them dead? 

Meanwhile, Alex, who had expected some exaggerated reaction after his revelation was still shocked; 

this woman was a lunatic. 

''What goddess? A fake goddess, yes!" 

Just as the situation was confused, its difficulty increased when Alex's reply echoed through the capital. 

'What's going on.' 

That was what most people were wondering; just as they were about to try to find the answer, the 

tower shook before the giant doors leading into the tower were blasted apart, and two figures shot 

toward the sky at extreme speed. 

Naturally, it was Alex and Luna whose body was possessed by a fake goddess. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Every time they clashed, it would create a violent shockwave. 

''Are you ready to die?" 

A cold, merciless voice asked from behind. Alex tried to unleash his domain, but the fake goddess didn't 

give Alex the chance to. As the current owner of Luna's body, the fake goddess had access to some of 

her memories and knew about his domain, not the upgraded one but the old domain; she knew she 

must never let him activate or use his mana canceling ability. Therefore she acted. 

''Teleportation!" Mumbled th fake goddess, forcibly teleporting Alex, thus canceling his domain's 

activation. 

''Asura's might!" 

Roarrrr!!!!! 

Alex roared after getting forcibly teleported. Luna's pupils dilated, shocked by the sudden roar. 

''Golden Hour Bullet Time: Time Annihilation Bullet!" 

BANG! 

The Time Annihilation Bullet left the muzzle and headed straight to Luna's body; there was not even an 

ounce of hesitation inside Alex's eyes when he decided to use this bullet. 



The fake goddess knew she must not take this bullet or else she would be seriously injured, letting Luna 

take control of her body. 

She teleported away after sending an attack on Alex. A gray ball rushed forward, transforming into a 

gray vortex. 

Alex counterattacked, stopping this gray vortex with a chaos bullet. Using mana's body, he temporarily 

increased his mana and fired a crimson bullet. 

The bullet curved and arrived behind Luna; she was forced to turn back to deal with the crimson bullet. 

BOOOM! 

Luna's body was engulfed in brilliant crimson light. 

Alex appeared in front of Luna using void steps. 

''Hellsing!" 

The fake goddess, about to use her strength, froze when Alex activated his domain. She lost control over 

mana, and most of her skills were temporarily sealed. 

The fake goddess was shocked, but she still did not lose her composure; if she could not use her skills, 

she could at least rely on her physics, Luna's strong physics. She could crush this man. 

As she was about to initiate a hand-to-hand fight, Luna's body froze again. 

It was unknown when, but Alex had summoned the black gun, and the moment it appeared, the world 

trembled, and the sky darkened. 

And the fake felt an indescribable sense of fear. It almost minced her soul! 

"What is this presence?!" She had never felt such fear before. 

Alex, who summoned Nyx just as a distraction, used his right hand; the Eternal Chain pierced through 

Luna's chest, going into her soul's palace where the fake goddess was located. 

''What?" 

The fake goddess was startled; simultaneously, the hidden piece Alex had placed appeared in the form 

of a chain wrapped around the fake goddess before her soul began to get pulled out from Luna's soul 

palace. 

''Nooooo!" 

Everything happened too fast; the fake goddess couldn't quickly react; she was almost dragged out of 

Luna's soul's palace. She knew she could not let him succeed. 

In one last desperate attempt, the fake goddess used his lover's hand to pierce Alex's heart. 

Outside, time stopped, Alex's eyes widened, and blood flowed out of his mouth while Luna, ready to get 

back to her soul's palace, froze. Her body began to shake violently upon seeing this scene. She had taken 



into account many scenarios but not this one. He had his heart literally pierced; not even a peak 

Demigod could survive if his heart were crushed. 

''Alexander Kael Touch, please stop.'' Luna had shouted, forgetting that she had just called him using his 

full name. It was normal; at the moment, she only wanted one thing, which was for Alex to survive; he 

must not discard his life. 

It was what the fake goddess expected, but unfortunately, Alex betrayed their expectation and moved 

forward. 

Crush! 

Half of his heart got crushed; his face paled, and Luna shrieked. 

''Nooooooooooo!!" 

While the fake goddess froze, shocked by Alex's decision. 

Using this golden opportunity, Alex split the goddess's soul into two using the Eternal Chain, and 

goddess Mea's hidden piece [A/N:The special ability contained in the golden ring she sent him]. 

Using almost all his strength, he pulled out one piece of the fake goddess soul. 

''The end!" 

Bang! 

The black bullet tore through the half-materialized soul of the fake goddess, instantly killing her; at the 

same time, the other half of the soul shook, losing its awareness, and Luna's soul pounced on her and 

devoured that soul before Luna was even aware of it. 

Swoosh! 

Alex's body plummeted from the sky and violently smashed against the ground. 

Boom! 

His body didn't move; his face was pale as a corpse. Everything happened too fast before Luna could 

reach him; people had gathered around him. 

''Who is this?" Someone among the crowd asked. 

''I have never seen him.'' Most of those present had never seen him. They had heard of him but didn't 

know his face. 

''His name is Alexander Kael Touch; he is the person that killed your fake goddess,'' Luna answered as 

she descended from the sky like a Holy virgin. 
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Thud! 

Flap, flap, flap! 

A loud noise shook the forest, and a flock of birds flew up into the sky to escape from the heat that had 

engulfed the area. 

A large Orc around 3 meters tall fell to the ground. 



Boom! 

"!!!" 

''Run, she is a monster!" 

A horde of Red Orcs slowly walked backward, trying to retreat. 

They were in fear. 

In the center of the burning forest, a giant, five-meter-tall Orc lay dead. And on top of that, Orc stood a 

young girl. 

"Who are you guys calling a monster?" 

Sshlk! 

Gracier pulled out her scythe from the Orc Chief's head and looked towards the horde. 

"Guh! Danger! Run away!" 

The few surviving Orcs started running away in a hurry. 

''My precious XP. Stop right there.'' Gracier shouted like a lunatic, but those Red orcs had no intention of 

stopping. They might be dumb, but they are not idiots to throw away their lives. 

Gracier gave up on chasing after the Red orcs, they thought they were smart by going in different 

directions, but unfortunately, they met her. Switching her gift into a bow form, Gracier fired in rapid 

succession. 

Tuk! Tuk! Tuk! 

With a deadly accuracy and one shot, one kill. She killed the runaway Red orcs. 

''Feh! With this, it would make two hundred Red orcs killed. Not bad if I do say myself.'' Gracier 

mumbled while looking at the corpses of the orcs littering the ground all over the forest and the 

destruction she caused; she felt proud of herself. 

It had been two weeks since they arrived at the Far East Empire; they were welcomed with a big 

celebration, all of this because of what happened a few days ago. Alex singlehandedly destroyed the 

second strongest empire, it was an unbelievable achievement coming out straight of a fairy, but it was a 

reality. The world was shocked by what Alex did; to rescue his woman, he didn't hesitate to go after a 

whole empire. Scheming, fighting, risking his life, and successfully rescuing his woman. For most people, 

Alex was a hero, while for some, he was a demon better not to provoke. 

Having lost every vital member of their empire, the cardinals, and even the Pope, the Holy Crux empire 

became a pie the nearby empires wanted. They divided it between themselves in less than a week; 

nobody complained as it was naturally for an empire that had lost its strength to be swallowed. 

The one hailed as a hero as well at the same time as a demon was not doing well nowadays. He was 

gloomy; he refused most meetings while silently accompanying them. Alex's moody state was because 

of Luna, who, since her rescue, refused to talk to him. The reason was simple, Alex did not listen to her 



back then and acted recklessly. While she was grateful that a man was willing to sacrifice his life for her, 

she was not a fan of such behavior; she condemned such behavior. 

''It's not that I don't understand her reasons, but I hope she can be forgiven. It has been two weeks, for 

god's sake. The punishment is enough.'' Gracier whispered while looking in a certain direction; Luna and 

Maria happened to be in this direction. 

After spending a few days relaxing, it was time for Sakuya's trial to begin. This forest was also part of the 

trial, but for outsiders, the real trial was happening deeper into the forest. Her brother must have 

accompanied Sakuya until the dungeon entrance, where she would begin the test to inherent that 

katana. Yes, the shrine was deep inside an artificial dungeon; calling this a testing ground should be 

exact. 

''That Saeko's girl must be thrilled to accompany my brother until the entrance,'' Gracier mumbled with 

a thin smile. Saeko was a huge fan of Alex even before he destroyed the Holy Crux empire, but now that 

he did something outrageous, she became even more fanatic. She would always try to be near her 

brother, trying to talk to him. 

''That old geezer must be thinking of making her his woman,'' Gracier mumbled, annoyed. She could 

understand the emperor's choice; her brother was that excellent having a descendant of such a man 

would be a good thing. If Saeko were to become Alex's woman, it would help the Far East Empire; they 

would get a strong backer, a demigod level existence. While this was a selfish decision, it was a common 

thing in politics. 

''Sigh! Let's join the others." Gracier summoned her flame wings; flapping them, she shot into the sky 

and disappeared. 

Meanwhile, in another location stood two women surrounded by mountains of corpses, goblins, 

hellhounds, and orcs. 

''I say Luna stop being stubborn. You have punished him enough. Don't you see how miserable he is?" 

Maria was trying to plead in Alex's stead, but Luna glared at her making her stop whatever she would 

say next. 

Luna was angry, she felt pained to give Alex the cold shoulder, but she must do this; if not, he would 

repeat the same thing in the future. Back then, when she saw half of his heart getting crushed, her 

whole got crushed along; she had almost gone insane; she thought she had lost him forever; how would 

she explain to others that Alex died saving her? They wouldn't understand, nor would they accept this as 

they all loved him; none of them wanted him to leave them behind. Just as she was despairing, trying 

everything she could to save him, he woke up and embraced her; he then explained the reason why he 

ignored her warning; it was because of his new skill, the undying body, capable of regenerating every 

cell of his body in an instant. 

She was happy that he had acquired such a skill, but she became furious when she sensed Alex's 

intention of doing something like that in the future. She immediately slapped him, shocking him, and 

since that day, they didn't talk too much. While he promised not to be reckless, it was an empty 

promise; knowing him the longest, she could see it in his eyes. He would still do the same thing; it was 

why this silent war continued until now. 



''He must learn to cherish himself,'' Luna said before disappearing into the forest's depth. 

 


